
Straws in the Wind
The impact of policy on the practice of 

youth work

Youth Work is currently facing considerable challenges as 
whole services are closed down and some of its most 

distinctive approaches are being merged into other provision 
or disappearing altogether. 

Drawing on the findings from the second modest inquiry into Drawing on the findings from the second modest inquiry into 
the way policy influences the practice of youth work, this one 
day conference will provide a forum for practitioners, policy 

makers and academics to consider how services are responding 
to the changing landscape and consider some of the 

implications for future work with young people.

Tuesday 24th May 2011
09:30-16:30

De Montfort University, Leicester
www.dmu.ac.uk/ycd



Straws in the Wind

•To share experience and understanding of current developments within 
the youth work sector
•To share the findings of a modest inquiry into the practice of youth work
•To consider what these findings imply for the relationship between 
policy and practice
•To consider the implications of policy developments for professional 
development and research in the youth sector 

Conference aims

The conference will combine plenary presentations  and workshops led by 
Professor Bernard Davies and Professor Bryan Merton. 

Programme

Morning session:
Findings from the Straws in the Wind inquiry into youth work.
Breakout discussion groups on the themes emerging from the inquiry.

Afternoon session:
The implications of a loss of a distinctive service for a distinctive practice
Implications for professional training, development and research 

•This one day conference costs £50.00 which includes conference fees, 
refreshments and lunch. 
•Local authorities who participated in the inquiry are entitled to two 
places at the special discount rate of £20.00 per person. 
•There are a number of bursary places at just £10.00 for students/unwaged 
delegates.

To book your place online, please visit: www.dmu.ac.uk/ycd or contact: 
Joanne Drury (Tuesday – Thursday)
Research and Commercial Office, Faculty of Health and Life Sciences
Tel: (0116) 257 7864 – Email: jdrury@dmu.ac.uk

Booking places


